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Biographical note 

  
During music academy studies (sideways flute and oboe), since his 

adolescence Davide Carbone come to understand the vocal techniques in 
Milan, under the guidance of Bruno Casoni, current chorus director of the 

Teatro alla Scala. 
In this mood, he started a successful artistic collaboration with the author 

Pierpaolo Guerrini, and right after he obtain an audition with the famous tenor 
Andrea Bocelli, who is fascinated by his voice peculiarities and emotional 

sensivity. 
So, the master receives the young talented apulian performer under his wings, 

in his own exclusive artistic management company in Almud. 
In 2012 Davide Carbone performs in Sao Paolo (Brazil) beside Mr. Bocelli in 

front of an audience of twenty-eight thousand people. In 2013 he take part for 
a charitable CD project which earnings were donated to the Italian Red Cross 

and he also partecipated to the philantropic event “Living loving” organized by 

Pavarotti Foundation. 
Remarkable is the concert “The Children’s Light” at the Paul VI hall in the 

Vatican, during the event he sings for Pope Francesco, accompained by the 
symphony Rossini in Pesaro. 

In 2015 he was present in the famous Italian TV Broadcasting “Dancing with 
the Stars”. He is also a guest artist in one of the important events of the 

international marathon “Celebrity Fight Night” and performs with impressive 
appreciation on the closing night of the Ischia Film Festival. 

Recently Davide Carbone has reopened the concerts of Andrea Bocelli in Sao 
Paolo at the stadium Allianz Parque and in Curitiba at the Paranense stadium 

where he also has a duet with the Brazilian singer Daniel. 
The next 3rd december his voice will inaugurate the “Bal de Noel” in 

Montecarlo. 
  

EVENTS: 

. Pavarotti & Friends – Modena – Itália 

. Celebrity Night & Fight – con Sophia Loren 

. Vaticano Sala Nervi, Papa Francesco 

. Gol de Letra con Leonardo Nascimento de Araújo 

. Ballando con le stelle Rai1 Italia 

. The Voice of Italy 2016 

. Spring summer Lugano Montecarlo 

. Bal de Noel Principato de Monaco 

. Shows Andrea Bocelli Sao Paulo e Curitiba 

. Festival international Cinema de Ischia com Ellen Mirren e Antonio Banderas 

. Dueto com Cantor Daniel Estadio Paranaense Curitiba 

. Praça Portugal Fortaleza duet with Toquinho 

. Iate in Concert Brasilia 
 
 


